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Explore the Maltese Islands of the lovely Malta in the Mediterranean Sea. Classes for scuba diving
to learn techniques and to dive are offered. Students from the ages of 10 years and up may enrol to
receive training.

The different classes include beginner to advance studies and training. All equipment, training
materials, and safety instructions are included. There are one to five day classes of various levels of
training.

Before a student receives training or instructions he or she must register. Children under the age of
eighteen need a consent form signed by parent. Personal information and diving qualification proof
is also needed.

The Dive Centres are licensed to provide instructions and offer classes. The schools are regulated,
accredited, and offers certifications. Divers may receive their certification in PADI Advanced Open
Water.

They may also be certified as an Emergency First Response or Rescue Diver. The Emergency First
Response is an eight hour - one day class. To learn advance emergency techniques, enrol in the
Rescue Diver course.

The class is a three to four day class providing water skills and lectures. Students cover various
topics, such as self rescue and managing emergencies. They learn different skills for quick
responses to an emergency.

First time divers can receive basic instructions in a beginner class. The scuba diving courses for
beginners consist of an orientation session. It includes a thirty minute sea dive session in the
Mediterranean Sea.

Included with all courses are diving equipments and a certified instruction. Transportation is
provided for students to and from dive sites. Certificates are issued after completion of the PADI
Open Water classes.

The intermediate and advance classes are offered 2 to 3 days or 4 to 5 days. The PADI Advanced
Open Water is the two to three day class. There are classroom settings and five adventurous
practice dives.

Students receive a deep water dive in depth maximum of 30 metres. The PADI Open Water class
consists of 5 water dives and skills sessions. Students will learn to scuba diving the Mediterranean
within 5 days.

Learning to scuba dive allows the student to discover nature underwater. Students can experience
marine life exploring caves and sea animals. The courses offer them real dive time in water depth
from 18 up to 50 metres.

Enrol in scuba diving courses while vacationing or visiting. Classes and instructions are offered in
groups or individually. Discover the gorgeous Maltese Islands of Malta in the Mediterranean.
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Atlantis Diving Centre - About Author:
Atlantis Gozo is a Diving Centre on the Maltese Islands offering qualified courses to a learn to scuba
dive and emergency techniques. Divers and tourists from over the world may plan a vacation in the
Malta. To learn more about deep, shallow, boat and offshore dives; visit online today at a
http://www.atlantisgozo.com.
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